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Membership Information : The membership now stands at 360. If you 

know of anyone who has not renewed and wishes to do so, please ask them 

to contact the Membership Secretary urgently. Please remind them that 

they cannot attend any groups until they do so. Badges will be produced 

for distribution when we are able to meet again. 
 

On a personal note I would like to thank all of you who made the renewal 

process so easy and efficient. Even the odd ‘blip’ was corrected with good 

humour and the many good wishes I received on behalf of the committee 

were gratefully received.               Margaret Potter (membership secretary) 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 

  

This time last year we were in blissful ignorance 

of what lay ahead of us.  Now here we are, soon 

to be entering our second year of Covid 

lockdowns and, despite the success of the 

vaccination programme, it is still not clear when 

it will all end.  The epidemic has had a disruptive 

effect on every aspect of life and the u3a has not 

been exempt.   

 

Some groups have managed to have meetings on 

Zoom – a term that most of us were unaware of  

at the start of 2020 – but many have not been  

able to meet at all.  We have also, of course, missed all the regular monthly 

meetings.   This means that we have been deprived not just of the usual 

interests but of the social contacts that go with them. This has been 

particularly hard for those members who do not have access to the internet. 

In view of this it is encouraging that, despite 2020 being effectively a 

disappointing year for the u3a so, many of us have renewed our 

membership 

 

We do have speakers sorted out for our forthcoming monthly meetings but 

of course we are not in a position to say when we will be able to resume 

holding them at Christchurch.  This applies also to the AGM, which we 

would normally be looking forward to holding in March.  Because of the 

restrictions on physical meetings this will have to be held on Zoom, a fact 

that brings its own problems. In order to ensure that everybody, including 

those members who are not on the internet, is able to participate, we have 

had to defer the meeting until May to allow time to circulate documents, 

arrange postal votes etc.  Everyone will be given details of the 

arrangements separately.  Meanwhile, there are things to look forward to.  

Spring is not too far off and there is much talk in the media of life getting 

back to normal over the next few months.  Surely another year without a 

summer holiday is unthinkable? 
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IMPORTANT – ARRANGEMENTS FOR THIS YEAR’S AGM 

The AGM is usually held in 

March each year, but our 

constitution allows for a gap 

of up to 15 months.  

In view of the uncertainty 

around meetings the 

committee decided to 

postpone it this year until 

Tuesday 11
th

 May. We are 

assuming that the Covid 

restrictions will not allow a real meeting so it will be a virtual event via 

Zoom. This requires a longer time scale than usual to permit posting 

nomination forms etc. for the election of the committee and any voting 

required. The constitution also lays down the minimum period of notice 

for the AGM and, more importantly, the time allowed from sending out 

nomination forms to allowing receipt of them back to the secretary. In 

view of these restrictions, the following timetable has been devised. 

 Formal notices will be sent out on or about Tuesday 23
rd

 March 

together with nomination forms for committee posts and formal 

proposal templates. This year we are acting under the new 

constitution adopted in 2020 so elections to the committee are to a 

particular post in the case of Chair, Vice Chair, Secretary and 

Treasurer, or, as an ordinary committee member.  

 Return must be within 21 days – midday Tuesday 13
th

 April. 

 Within a week voting papers will be prepared and sent out with a 

deadline for return by midday Tuesday 4
th

 May. Around that time, 

joining instructions for the Zoom virtual meeting will be sent.  

The meeting will start at 2:30. Full instructions for completing paperwork 

and deadlines will be issued with the formal notice. 

 

 

u3a 
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APRIL MEETING – By ZOOM 

 

Advance notice.  We hope to be up and running with our Zoom licences 

and have the following speaker lined up for the April meeting on Tuesday 

13
th

 April, so put the time and date in your diary. Joining instructions will 

be sent out nearer the time.  

Mark Temple - The Life and Crimes of Agatha Christie 

Mark explains “I spent nearly 35 years teaching in a local special school 

before retiring and becoming a volunteer for the National Trust. Being 

interested in local history, I’ve found myself doing talks for several groups 

where I volunteer including Swannington Mill & Mountsorrel Heritage 

Centre.  
 

NEWS FROM THE GROUPS COORDINATOR 
 

By the time this article is published the Government 

will have made its announcement of a timetable for a 

controlled, gradual lifting of the Coronavirus 

“lockdown” restrictions, and we will be able to make 

“educated guesses” about dates to aim for on the way 

back to normal times. 

We await these, and following the National u3a advice 

we will keep everyone informed of the up-to-date news 

as it affects our Group activities. 
 

Whatever the relaxations turn out to be, at whatever 

speed, it may be the time therefore for us all, including 

members of a group, to think about resetting, and planning for restarting 

our activities. 

I feel this will be a “back to basics” exercise: ascertaining at any one time 

where we can meet; how; and under what circumstances. How close can 

we be to our meetings before the virus? Your Risk Assessments from last 

year (simply your view on how to continue activities, written down and 

formalised) will be useful; and you have recently gathered a fresh list of 

your members. 
 

As a Convenor have you a copy of all the u3a Convenor’s material? And 

are you as a member aware of everything a group has to do to meet? Have 

you to hand a copy of your group spending? As we re-open, you may think 

this is worth developing – a chance to refresh your meetings. Might there 
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be for instance, an enjoyable way of meeting, practicably, outdoors for 

your group in the initial stages of the relaxation? 

Before anything relaxes, and as the “exit” takes place, you may think now 

is the time to do look ahead and give thought to what it will mean to 

restart, so that you are ready when the time arrives to meet again as before. 

I will update you all regularly on the various stages, and the news over the 

coming months. 
 

And of course, as I always say: we are open for new Activity Groups! Do 

get in touch if you have any ideas.  
 

Also … u3a DAY Wednesday 2
nd

 June 2021 
 

The u3a Day, advertising our groups and activities, will take place, 

virtually on Wednesday 2nd June 2021. Leicester u3a will be making a 

video to showcase the social and learning opportunities we have on offer. I 

invite contributions and ideas from all our 75 groups, be it performance, 

talks, readings, photographs or artwork, and I look forward to hearing from 

you on groups@leicesteru3a.org.uk 

Take care,     Neil Taylor    Groups Coordinator… 
 

MEET THE CONVENOR – Andy Williams (Computer Help Group) 
 

Q: Are you originally from Leicester? 

A: No. I was born in London and brought up 

in Whittlesey, near Peterborough.  
  

Q: What brought you to Leicester? 

A: I came to Leicester through my work with 

BT. 
  

Q: What did you do before you retired? 

A: I left school at 16 and was employed by what was then Post Office 

Telephones and which became BT. I worked for them for 38 years, 

culminating in being a single point of contact for computing problems. 

You might say I was a ‘SPOC’. 
           

Q: What made you join Leicester u3a, & when? 

A: When I retired I was looking for something to keep me occupied.  Ros 

our secretary recruited me. I joined in June 2019. 
  

mailto:groups@leicesteru3a.org.uk
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Q: What groups did you join to start with?     

A: I didn’t join any groups but was press-ganged into taking over the 

Computer Help Group. 
 

Q: What’s your TV guilty pleasure? 

A: Star Trek (we have a Trekky in our midst. See SPOC above!) 
 

Q: What was the last book you read?     

A: Raise the Titanic by Clive Cussler. 
  

On a note of interest, Andy writes a blog from the Care Home he is in and 

which he updates every Friday. Feel free to look at it. The link 

is: https://welcometothecruise.com  

My grateful thanks to Andy for his time.  (Editor) 

 

REPORTS FROM THE GROUPS AND INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
 

Creative Writing         Stella Memory (Convenor) 
 

 I put the idea of Zoom or emailing monthly to our members at the 

beginning of lockdown but they didn't seem keen at the time. We have 

however brought out 'Our Memories' booklet, some of which has been sent 

in to the Newsletter mostly by Mike Westmoreland. Here is another one 

from that booklet. 
 

 HOLIDAYS      Rachel Mason (Member, Creative Writing 

group)  
 

We had long summer vacations.  Every August my parents rented a 

cottage in a remote part of the British Isles for three to four weeks. 

Scotland, Cornwall, Wales…. I remember rambling along coastal paths, up 

and down cliffs and in and out of sandy coves under the hot August sun 

and driving in the car along narrow lanes between high banks covered with 

ferns. My sister Prue and I trawled beaches in Cornwall for cowrie shells, 

gazed down into rock pools for hours and learned how to row small 

wooden boats. We collected buckets full of wild mushrooms in a field next 

to a farmhouse in Wales, under the shadow of a mountain called Cnicht. 

Family holiday activities typically revolved around my father’s chosen 

outdoor pursuits.  The Scottish ones involved periods of enforced idleness 

lying in long grass on a river bank watching him fly fishing. The Welsh 

ones involved hill climbing which Prue and I didn’t like. A typical 

https://welcometothecruise.com/
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scenario saw the family strung out across a mountain landscape. Father, 

long legs encased in plus fours marching up front, a gap between him and 

my mother, gamely trying to keep up; another gap in front of Prue and yet 

another before me, bringing up the rear. From time to time he stopped, put 

down his back pack and waited for stragglers. But as soon as we caught up 

he strode off again, affording us no break. Sometimes these vacations 

included sailing in small half-decker boats. Father was NOT an expert.  On 

one occasion on the Norfolk broads, we smacked into a concrete river 

bank. In Blakeney, with its treacherous tides, I was forever fearful of 

getting stranded on a sand bank.   

These were pre-motorway times, so it took a whole day to travel to these 

destinations, picnicking en route. Prue and I sitting in the back seat of the 

car crammed uncomfortably full of household provisions - not to mention 

the packed lunches, flasks of tea and Taffy the dog. 

One unusual winter vacation saw us crisscrossing the English Channel as 

members of a select passenger group invited to holiday on a huge cargo 

ship. London to Antwerp; Antwerp to Hull; Hull to Rotterdam and back. I 

remember drinking steaming mugs of hot Bovril on the freezing deck and 

in Rotterdam we went into dry dock. 

Welsh Improvers 
 

Eight members of the group have been meeting on Zoom twice a month 

since last spring. After a few initial problems with the technology we are 

now all able to be seen and heard! 

Members have been providing ideas for the sessions. They are sometimes 

based on articles in Lingo Newydd, a magazine for learners of Welsh. The 

articles are all about Welsh personalities, places and stories and are written 

so that even ‘beginners’ can read part of each one as they provide a helpful 

vocabulary list . 

For other sessions, we decide on a topic for conversation such as shopping 

for a present or souvenir, booking a room in a hotel or discussing the 

weather. The conversation usually brings up problems with grammar or 

pronunciation which can be solved with help from our bi-lingual member. 

We have been reading Welsh stories and doing research so we can answer 

questions circulated on a ‘prep’ sheet before the Zoom session. This month 

our story is about St Dwynwen - she is the patron saint of sweethearts - a 

Welsh St Valentine. Her day is celebrated in Wales on 25 January each 

year. 
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But we miss being in a room together. It’s so much easier to help each 

other to learn in that situation and we are looking forward to sharing some 

bara brith or a Welsh cake with a cup of tea at the end of the meeting. 

Brenda Worrall (Convenor Welsh Improvers Group) 

 

Digital Photography 
 

The theme for the February virtual meeting was to illustrate a verb 

beginning with C or D. Here is a selection.  

 

 

 

‘cycling’ 

by 

‘Matt’ 

Matthew 

  

‘Curling

’ by 

Angela 

Jennings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Climb’ 

And 

‘Distort’ 

By Cliff Ault 

 

(all members of the Digital 

Photography Group) 
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Bookworms        Nick Arlett (Convenor) 
 

Would you like to read and discuss the novel A Month in the Country by  

J. L. Carr? Or A Perfect Spy by John Le Carré? Then why not join us?  

 We are a reading group that meets once a month to discuss a novel, 

usually a modern literary novel, chosen by members. We now meet on 

Zoom, on the 1st Wednesday of each month, at 10.00 a.m.  

Please contact the convenor, Nick Arlett. bookworms@leicesteru3a.org.uk 

More information, and a list of books so far and to come, are on the 

Bookworms page of the Leicester u3a website. 

https://u3asites.org.uk/leicester/page/59791. We look forward to 

welcoming you.         
              

Science & Technology – To Zoom or not to Zoom 
 

The group's first reaction to the lockdown was to set 

up a page on our website for scientific news items 

contributed by members. When it appeared that we 

should have to wait a long time before we could 

resume our face to face meetings we started to 

explore conferencing through Zoom. 
 

After some experimenting we held a button pressing meeting in which we 

took turns to press all the buttons available in Zoom to see what happens. 

I strongly recommend such an adventure to all who plan to use Zoom, and 

suggest that all who plan to host a meeting go carefully through all the 

options under 'settings'. 
 

Anyone annoyed by the way the controls in Zoom come and go as the 

mouse pointer moves, should press the Alt key on their keyboard. That 

holds the controls in place for the whole session. 
 

We have not yet found how to turn ourselves into cats, though I have 

managed to give myself virtual antlers or a virtual Santa hat, though not 

both at the same time. 
 

Since we came to terms with Zoom we have held a 'Science in the News' 

session when we took turns to mention relevant news items we'd noticed. 

We are about to hold one of our brains trusts. All present will be 'brains' 

and we shall do our best to answer questions that some of us find puzzling. 

Of course, questions that we all find puzzling will be quite a challenge. 

Richard Thompson (Convenor S&T Group) 

mailto:bookworms@leicesteru3a.org.uk
https://u3asites.org.uk/leicester/page/59791
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Natural History Group         Steph Smith (member Natural History Group) 
 

The last time the Natural History group actually met in person was 3
rd

 

November 2020, for a fungus foray at Shady Lane Arboretum. The visit 

was decidedly unproductive, apart from a few fungi found growing on 

dead wood. We were lured deep into the wooded area by Richard 

Edwards, our Convenor, with the promise of a look at ‘the largest fungus 

in the world’. He wasn’t strictly wrong, but our hopes of finding a gigantic 

mushroom were thwarted by his enthusiastic pointing out of a few straggly 

bits of what looked like black shoelaces growing up the side of a dead 

Scots Pine. Underwhelmed, we listened attentively to Richard’s 

description of this fungus (as it turned out to be), as being the Honey 

Fungus (Armillaria solidipes) which lives on decaying trees, and whose 

mycelium (threads in the soil) can grow up to 5.5km (yes, km!) wide. So 

he wasn't wrong, and we did end up suitably impressed! 
 

At the time, it seemed possible that we would be able to continue to meet. 

However, poor weather and Covid had other plans, and we have not been 

able to meet personally again. Undeterred, we organised our first NH 

group Zoom Quiz. Five of us were able to attend in early February, each 

having researched 10 questions on any NH topic that interested us. 

Competition was fierce (for some of us) and the subject material was quite 

varied. The quiz included rounds on Jungles, Mice, Insects, Squirrels and 

Hybrid Animals. Despite all our efforts, none of us was a match for our 

esteemed Convenor, Richard Edwards, who won by 3 points from the 

second person (me!). But we all enjoyed this first Zoom experience for the 

group and have decided that future meetings will be in this format until we 

are all free to meet up again. One activity we have often done in the past is 

to focus the meeting on one topic, e.g. reptiles, and each person does a 

short presentation on one aspect of that topic e.g. life history, evolution, 

different groups, senses etc. Since this format would lend itself very well 

to Zoom, we’ve arranged our next meeting to be on the topic of Rodents. It 

was clear from the round on mice that there was much we didn’t know 

about rodents! Topics which will be covered include distribution and 

habitat, evolution, voles, introduced species, and possibly, the economic 

impact of rodents. 

In the meantime, we’re in touch, sometimes daily, on our WhatsApp 

group, reporting things of interest that we’ve seen, posting photographs, 

asking questions and the occasional NH joke. Topics of discussion have 

included the work being done at Everard’s Meadows by the Environment 
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Agency and the Brewery, identifying tracks in the snow, unusual animals 

in the garden and signs of spring.  

We are all desperate to get out and about again as a group very soon, let’s 

hope that won’t be too long. Till then, Zoom and WhatsApp will suffice to 

keep us in touch and help us to learn even more about the natural world 

that interests us so much. 

                                                                                             

The Natural History Group           

     

            Weird fungus  

 

Unknown holes in tree 
 

Research Volunteering          Tony Locke (member) 
 

Like many U3A members, over the years I have participated in research 

both as a patient and a volunteer. Participating in health studies allows you 

to learn first-hand about “cutting-edge” research, work with leading 

clinicians and brilliant young researchers. It’s an opportunity to make a 

modest contribution to furthering scientific knowledge about diseases and 

their cures. Below are some of my clinical trial experiences. 

  

Pre-COVID-19 trials have proven prescient; guidance from the “Bird Flu 

and “Swine Flu” studies of 2008/9 resulted in a prophetic statement: 

“potentially a rationale to prevent a pandemic…and hold policy makers to 

decide how to use stockpiled vaccines.” 
 

The study in 1976 of the effects of salt and potassium in the diet on heart 

function and hypertension resulted in the advice to reduce salt. Good for 

slimming too!  

  

“Do you like red wine?”- An enticing invitation. Resveratrol, an 

ingredient, was studied as a potential for treating cancer. I “imbibed” the 

largest dose of tablets. Subsequent research showed its cardioprotective 

effects and anticarcinogenic properties. 
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A number of studies looked at exercise and strengthening the leg bones. 

Hopping on the same leg each day for two minutes proved the thesis. The 

risk of fractures in falls and osteoporosis could be minimised.  

  

An advantage of participating in research is experiencing interventions that 

may occur and be off-putting in treatment. A bronchoscopy was one. 

Washing inside the lungs was painless, the shower-like sounds and pink 

milkshake fluid of inflammatory cells and biomarkers were fascinating. 

“Dyno Rod” with optional sedation. 

  

Alzheimer’s Disease research at The Hammersmith (I forgot the building 

and the floor number) and Parkinson’s Disease at Oxford had tests of 

drawing shapes, remembering lists and sentences given earlier, and 

counting backwards in groups from 100.  Oxford retests me by phone each 

year. 

   

You can become a member of a research project advisory group, a co-

applicant on national and international projects. I’m privileged to be on the 

Participants’ Panel of Genomics England and the NHSE Cardiovascular 

Reference Group.  
 

I’ve tried to encourage clinicians to use frailty, not age, as assessment of 

suitability for interventions. Genomics is slowly being incorporated into 

clinical decisions and treatments; it needs to become integral.  
 

Taking part in health research is FUN!              Tony Locke (member) 
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Whilst on a Walk        Speranza Downs (member) 
 

My spirits were lifted on a cold and sunny January morning, during a walk 

around Groby pool, when I saw these beautiful and graceful birds. 
 

Mandarin duck (Aix 

galericulata), originally 

from Eastern Russia and 

China. It was introduced in 

Britain for ornamental 

purposes in parks and 

estates, from where some 

escaped and started 

reproducing in the wild. 

This is a drake - the female 

is less colourful.  

 

Whooper swans (Cygnus 

cygnus) are wild swans, 

similar to the ubiquitous 

mute swans (Cygnus olor), 

but easily distinguishable 

by their yellow bill, long 

slender neck and honking 

trumpeting voice.  They 

breed in sub-arctic 

Eurosiberia and Iceland 

and overwinter in 

Southern Europe. The 

Icelandic ones overwinter 

in the UK and Ireland. 

 

When I see wild swans I’m always reminded of Yeats’ Wild Swans at 

Coole: 

“...But now they drift on the still water,  

Mysterious, beautiful;  

Among what rushes will they build,  

By what lake’s edge or pool  

Delight men’s eyes when I awake someday  

To find they have flown away?” 
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History of the University of Leicester         (Mike Bates, History2 Group) 

 

Back in March last year Leicester u3a was planning a first meeting for the 

Members regarding Leicester U3A's u3a’splanned Research Project with 

Leicester University on the ‘University of Leicester History Project’.  That 

meeting was cancelled because of the Coronavirus situation, but the 

project was revised to a different format, with remote research. 

The project, funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund, was soon up and 

running in its revised form.  Denise Buchan and I of History2 Group were 

involved and contributing, and have continued to be so, with the project 

now ending in March 2021. 

 

One of the outcomes has been a new website for the History of the 

University of Leicester. 

The ‘So that they may have life’ title is because it is the University 

motto.  It is particularly relevant as the University College was a 

‘Memorial University’ to those who had died in WW1.  The website is: 

https://ourhistory.le.ac.uk  Select ‘Online Exhibitions’, and then select 

‘Every picture tells a story’ - this is what Denise Buchan has been working 

on, contributing to better identification, and captioning of archive 

photographs. This makes them more accessible for future researchers, with 

much research having been done within the project to get the stories 

behind the photographs. 

 

Starting from ourhistory.le.ac.uk again select ‘Online exhibitions’, and 

then select ‘Stories from the archives’ and then ‘The Fielding Johnson 

family’ or ‘Agnes Archer Evans and Isabella Evans’ – this is what I have 

been working on. 

Clicking on the ‘Photos’ gives larger versions and more written detail. 

There is a lot more to look at on the website about our City’s history and 

heritage. 

 

There has been the detailed research on-line, which for me was into two of 

the Women Founders, but spread out a lot.  There has also been 

induction/registration, training lectures and workshops, ‘Tea and Chat’ 

sessions with aspects of work done presented and with updates on 

progress, ‘Writing to a Format’ workshops for writing for an on-line 

exhibition (physical one later), making a film of work done (a new 

experience for me), work logs for time spent, BLOGs, and reflective 

https://ourhistory.le.ac.uk/
https://ourhistory.le.ac.uk/
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journals kept.  At present there is a series of three lectures and workshops 

for writing and editing into Wikipedia – another new experience for me, 

but one I think I am quite interested in, to present research done to a wider 

audience.  Quite a lot of work but all interesting, and a shared effort and 

experience. 

 

For the Women Founders, there was not only involvement in education for 

women, but in women’s suffrage (all classes involved), in promoting 

nursing both in hospital and the community, in setting up training for 

midwives and bringing about a maternity hospital exceedingly early on in 

Bond Street – all these activities had national influence, activity and 

importance.  The Women Founders were of a social position and 

connection which enabled many of these things to come about.  In the 

wider families there was ministry to the poor of Leicester, campaigning for 

better water supply and sewage systems, and for inoculations, especially 

for smallpox.  We all have a lot to be grateful to them for.  

A lot has been learnt from this project which can be used for future 

projects for u3a which you may get interested in.  One can do as much, or 

as little, as one likes within projects. 
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PUZZLE CORNER 

 

Sudoku  (created by Cliff Ault – member of Cryptic Crossword 2 Group)  
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Sudoku Solution 
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About the Newsletter 

 

Delivery  

The newsletter is currently not being printed, and is only being delivered 

to members by email as a pdf file.  

 

Contributions 

Firstly, a big thank you to all those who responded to my plea for articles 

this month. A bumper bundle resulting in a very interesting and diverse 

selection. Keep them coming please. 

  

The deadline for items to be included in the April newsletter is 

Tuesday 23
rd

 March 2021. Contributions (from convenors and members) 

should be sent to the editor at: newsletter@leicester u3a.org.uk  

If you want to submit your entry as hard copy, please contact the Editor, or 

the Membership Secretary for the postal address. 

 

We are always pleased to receive brief reports from groups about their 

recent activities and extend our thanks to all the authors who have done so. 

Please keep them coming. The occasional picture would be welcome as 

well. Please keep all articles to a maximum of about 350 words. If you 

have a story or a report that is considerably longer than that, we can edit it 

into two (or more if it’s very long!) shorter articles to be published in 

subsequent newsletters if we are short of space.  

 

When the current restrictions are lifted Leicester u3a will resume its 

meetings on the second Tuesday of each month (except August and 

December) at Christchurch, Clarendon Park Road, LE2 3AH, and many 

special interest groups will then continue to meet regularly in members’ 

homes and elsewhere. 

mailto:newsletter@leicesteru3a.org.uk

